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Abstract 

Glare perception of non-uniform LED-based luminaires has been discussed 

frequently in recent literature. Existing glare indices do not match sufficiently with this 

subjective experience. User research is needed to capture glare perception in order 

to develop “just acceptable” or “comfortable” LED based luminaires. This study aimed 

at developing a method to measure glare perception in terms of acceptance and 

comfort. The following research questions were defined. 

1. Considering office lighting and focusing on glare perception is “acceptable” 

equal to “comfortable”, or if not, to what extent do they differ? 

2. Considering office lighting and focusing on the term “comfortable”, to what 

extent is “comfortable lighting” related to “comfortable glare”? 

3. To what extent is the glare rating of the first impression a prediction for the 

rating after longer exposure time, e.g. after one hour of working? 

In a simulated open plan office different light settings, varying from low to high glare, 

were offered and glare perception was measured using different glare rating scales. 

With both dichotomous yes/no scales as well as with bipolar 9-point scales a 

distinction between acceptable and comfortable glare could be made. In case of 

relatively glary settings, people were significantly more critical towards “comfortable 

glare” than towards “acceptable glare”. In case of less glary settings, the concepts did 

not show a significant difference. The Borderline between Comfort and Discomfort 

(BCD) on Hopkinson‟s scale, which often is used as a design criterion, coincided with 

the dichotomous data based on the yes-no comfortable scale and might be an easier 

alternative. Furthermore, the setting with the lowest glare characteristics, was rated 

as “imperceptible” or “just perceptible” on Hopkinson‟s scale, but was rated as 

significantly less comfortable lighting compared to settings with a little more glare. It 

can be concluded therefore, that prevention of glare will not automatically imply that 

the light setting is judged as comfortable. Finally, a first explorative experiment to 

investigate the effect of exposure duration on glare perception showed that the 

assessment of glare after a first impression is a reasonably good prediction for the 

experience on the longer term.  
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1. Introduction 

Rapid evolution of high power light emitting diodes (LEDs) offers great new 

possibilities in different lighting applications. At first LEDs were used in applications 

such as signage and decorative lighting. Due to the increased efficacy and luminous 

flux LEDs also started to be used in luminaires for general lighting and accent 

lighting, competing with conventional light sources such as fluorescent lighting and 

high intensity discharge lamps. Small size and high brightness light sources, which 

are the typical LED characteristics, can be very advantageous in specific applications 

such as accent lighting. However, in general lighting applications these LED 

characteristics can lead to discomfort glare. It is not surprising therefore that recently 

much research was done to study the effects of discomfort glare of non-uniform light 

sources in comparison with uniform light sources (Kasahara et al., 2006, Takahashi 

et al., 2007a and 2007b, Lee et al., 2007, Eble-Hankin, 2008, Xia et al., 2011, Tashiro 

et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2011). They all showed that non-uniform light sources are 

considered more discomforting than uniform stimuli. The currently defined glare 

indices appeared to be not sufficient measures to design comfortable luminous 

environments with new LED-based lighting technology. Therefore, the usage of many 

LED based luminaires might result in complaints from users, due to discomfort glare, 

even if they fulfill the requirements of standards (e.g. Unified Glare Rating < 19 for 

office application). There are two issues that can explain this. Firstly, the glare indices 

defined so far are mainly established with uniform light sources in mind, and do not 

properly account for a non-uniformity in the luminant area. Secondly, glare is just one 

aspect of perceived comfort of an environment. Hence, to support light designers 

what is needed is an improved glare index, based on data of discomfort glare as 

experienced with LED-based luminaires. To achieve this goal, subjective experiments 

are needed. On the one hand to evaluate discomfort glare from LED based light 

sources and on the other hand to evaluate the concept of comfortable lighting.  

Earlier research in the field of glare perception with non-uniform light sources lacks 

two aspects. Firstly, many different (semantic) glare rating scales were used, not 

always with the same words. Most methods are based on the amount of discomfort 

people experience (e.g. “De Boer rating”, which is mainly used for outdoor 

applications, and the “Hopkinson‟s Multi-criteria System”, which is mainly used for 

indoor applications). From perspective of the standards, this is useful, since it gives 
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the minimal requirements of a luminaire: “just acceptable” or “Borderline between 

Comfort and Discomfort (BCD)”. The issue is that no unanimity exists about the 

choice, place and order of the words on the different semantic scales that are being 

used (see for example Hopkinson, 1957b, Osterhaus & Bailey, 1992, Nazzal et al., 

2004, Kasahara et al., 2006, Tahahashi et al., 2007a and 2007b, Eble-hankins, 

2008), as will be further illustrated in section 1.2. Moreover, most scales mix a 

magnitude estimation of glare (e.g. perceptibility) with a value judgement of the glare 

perception (e.g. acceptability). This can be solved by asking to rate the degree of 

perceived glare on the different dimensions separately, for example on an 

acceptance scale and on a discomfort scale. Besides this aspect to define the border 

of “just acceptable” glare, from the perspective of a lighting designer it is also 

important to know how to design a comfortable luminous environment and 

understanding the concept “comfortable lighting” is therefore necessary. Existing 

studies evaluate comfort only from a glare perspective and only in terms of 

discomfort. The question is: will prevention of discomfortable glare lead to the 

experience of comfortable lighting? The solution for this issue is to evaluate glare on 

a comfort scale and compare this with an evaluation of lighting on a comfort scale. 

Secondly, most studies in the field of glare perception with non-uniform light sources 

were done in a laboratory set-up where often the light source is perpendicular to the 

viewer (Takahashi et al., 2007a and 2007b, Lee et al., 2007, Kasahara et al., 2006, 

Osterhaus et al., 1992). In a realistic situation however, several light sources are 

mounted in the ceiling, resulting in different angles of view with each luminaire. In this 

study, this aspect is taken into account, by performing user research in a simulated 

open plan office environment. 

 

The current research focuses on a method to measure “acceptance” and “comfort” in 

relation to glare perception in offices as well as the perception of “comfortable 

lighting” in offices. In this study acceptable is defined as “maybe not optimal, but I 

would not complain about it” and comfortable is defined as “really pleasant to work in” 

In this first chapter, background information is given on glare, the different methods to 

measure the subjective experience of glare, and on the different models for glare, in 

order to explain and argue on the research questions.  
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1.1. What is glare? 

In everyday language, glare can be described as hindrance to vision by too much 

light. Veitch and Newham (1996, p. 15) described it as follows: “Glare is to light as 

noise is to sound. Just as noise is unwanted acoustic energy glare is unwanted 

luminous energy”. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) 

defines glare as “the sensation produced by luminance within the visual field that is 

sufficiently greater than the luminance to which the eyes are adapted to cause 

annoyance, discomfort or loss in visual performance and visibility” (Rea, 2000). The 

Commission Internationale de l‟Éclairage (CIE) makes a distiction between Disability 

Glare, defined as „glare that impairs the vision of objects without necessarily causing 

discomfort‟, and Discomfort Glare, defined as „glare that causes discomfort without 

necessarily impairing the vision of objects‟ (CIE, 1987).  

The disabling effects of glare can be investigated by assessing visual performance 

with and without the presence of a glaring light source. By using a Snellen letter chart 

or a Landolt ring chart, the impairment in the ability to recognise letters or rings can 

be related to the properties of the light source. Quantification of discomfort glare is 

much more difficult than that of disability glare. Although methods to objectively 

measure discomfort glare have been investigated, such as the activity of the frontalis 

muscles or the diameter of the pupil, they do not correlate well with the magnitude of 

discomfort (Hopkinson, 1972). Therefore most studies on discomfort glare have 

involved introspective judgements: observers were asked to rate their feelings of 

discomfort from mild to extremely annoying.  

In offices glare can have different origins. Direct glare is caused by luminaires in the 

direct view of the observer. Reflected glare is caused by reflections of the light in 

surfaces like the computer screen. Overhead glare is caused by lighting right above 

the observer. The different origins of glare are schematically represented in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Different origins of glare as they can be experienced from electrical light in 

an office environment: direct glare, overhead glare (left) and reflected glare (right). 
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1.2. Measuring subjective experience of glare perception 

Most studies on discomfort glare are based on introspective judgement. Designers, 

architects and engineers have recognized these methods as being valid and reliable. 

For the evaluation of interior lighting the multi-criterion scale of Hopkinson is used 

most often (Hopkinson, 1950, 1957a). With this instrument the brightness of the light 

is judged based on four criteria: criterion A = just intolerable, criterion B= just 

uncomfortable, criterion C = just acceptable and criterion D = just perceptible. The 

borderline between comfort and discomfort (BCD) was first described by Luckiesh & 

Guth (1949) lies between criterion B and criterion C (Hopkinson, 1957). This 

borderline is used as a design criterion for luminaire designs and can be related to a 

glare index (see appendix 7). Many researchers however, use Hopkinson‟s system 

as a one-item scale. Often this scale is represented as shown in Figure 2, (see for 

example the studies of Takahashi et al., 2007, Kasahara et al., 2006, Tuaycharoen & 

Tregenza, 2007).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Representation of the scale version of the multi-criterion Hopkinson system 

 

In some studies a designation of the regions between the criteria is given. Especially 

the region between “Just acceptable” and “Just uncomfortable” is interpreted 

differently. Hopkinson himself suggested using “Acceptable” (Hopkinson, 1972) and 

this was also done by Nazzal and colleagues (2004) and by Tuaycharoen & 

Tregenza (2007). However, also “Unacceptable” was used in the area between “Just 
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acceptable” and “Just uncomfortable” (Eble-Hankins, 2008). Table 1 shows some 

examples of variations on Hopkinson‟s system as used in different studies. 

 

Table 1 Examples of different glare rating scales from literature, with different 

interpretations for the region between “Just acceptable” and “Just uncomfortable”.  

 

 

 

This confusion is understandable, when Hopkinson‟s four criteria are interpreted as 

borderlines. For example: the criteria “Just perceptible” means that above the border 

glare is imperceptible and below the border it is perceptible. With this way of 

reasoning you expect that “Just acceptable” means that above this border glare is 

“Acceptable” and below this border glare is “Unacceptable”. This would result in the 

destignation “Unacceptable” (and not “acceptable”) in the region between the criteria 

“Just Acceptable” and “Just uncomfortable”. This shows that it is not easy for 

observers to rate their glare perception on this scale and this confirms that 

Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion system is not meant to use in this manner. 

This disagreement on the scale items might be one of the reasons why many 

variations in glare rating scales can be found in literature. The above mentioned 

variations of Nazzal and colleagues (2004) who used a numerical scale (1 = not 

perceptible; 2 = perceptible; 3 = acceptable; 4 = uncomfortable; 5 = intolerable) and 

Eble-Hankins who used in her dissertation a 7-point glare rating scale (1 = just 

perceptible; 2 = perceptible; 3 = just acceptable; 4 = unacceptable; 5 = just 

uncomfortable; 6 = uncomfortable; 7 = intolerable), resemble Hopkinson‟s system. 

But completely different scales are being used as well. Osterhaus & Bailey (1992) as 

well as Wienold & Christoffersen (2006) used the following four criteria: intolerable, 

disturbing, noticeable and imperceptible. More recently, Tashiro and colleagues 
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(2011) used Matsuda‟s response scale, which is a 9-point scale with 5 words (1 = 

insensitive, 3 = acceptable, 5 = threshold, 7 = disturbing, 9 = unbearable). In the 

research field of outdoor lighting the “De Boer rating” is more common, which is also 

a 9-point scale with 5 verbal descriptors: 1 = unbearable; 3 = disturbing; 5 = just 

acceptable; 7 = satisfactory; 9 = just noticable. In contrast to the earlier mentioned 

scales the scoring of this de Boer scale is counter-intuitive, because a higher score 

relates to less glare perception. Another point of criticism is the ambiguity of the term 

“satisfactory discomfort”. Gellatly & Weintraub (1990) suggested that the descriptors 

of the de Boer scale may lie on different psychological dimensions. “Unbearable” 

refers to a large amount of discomfort and “just noticable” signifies a small amount of 

discomfort. But they suggested that “satisfactory” and “just acceptable” might imply a 

value judgement about glare (how objectionable or acceptable is it?). Wienold and 

Christoffersen (2006) deliberately separated the magnitude of glare from the value 

judgement of glare. Besides their scale to judge the magnitude of glare (intolerable, 

disturbing, noticeable and imperceptible), they added separately the question 

whether the lighting condition was comfortable or uncomfortable, if they had to 

perform their daily work at the test place. Also, Hopkinson mentioned next to his multi 

criteria system the “fitness-for-purpose” judgement as an introspective evaluation 

methodology. The multiple-criterion system was meant to evaluate the magnitude of 

glare while this “fitness-for-purpose” judgement was meant to make a value 

judgement in terms of acceptability in the given context (Hopkinson, 1972). 

In this perspective, it is interesting to mention that Tuaycharoen & Tregenza (2007) 

found that reported discomfort from glare of windows (using Hopkinson‟s multi 

criterion scale) decreased as interest of view increased. This shows that the 

judgement of the glare perception cannot simply be translated into a “magnitude of 

perceived brightness”, and people‟s evaluation on glare indeed is influenced by a 

value judgement: in case of a good view, people become a little more tolerant 

towards glare.  

Although Hopkinson elaborately describes the development and calibration of his 

multi-criterion system, and tested its validity (Hopkinson, 1950, 1957, 1972) from the 

other scales as mentioned above it is not clear to what extent they are calibrated and 

validated. It is expected that most of them are just used, without calibration or 

validation. Interesting aspect is that all studies that used Hopkinson‟s multi criterion 

system (or a variation on it) used the system as a one-item scale, while Hopkinson 

himself clearly explained that it was meant to use it as 4 separate criteria. For each 
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set of stimuli he asked people whether it is “just perceptible”, whether it is “just 

acceptable”, whether it is “just uncomfortable” and whether it is “just intolerable”. 

Moreover, he explicitely mentioned that the multi-criterion technique involved subjects 

being trained to recognise the described criteria. Using Hopkinson‟s multi criterion 

system as a one-item instrument, with untrained observers, might therefore lead to 

confusion how to fill it out, and might result in different interpretations of the terms on 

the scale. 

In order to evaluate the extent of discomfort glare from different light sources, it is 

important to have a simple and accurate, reliable and unambiguous method 

available. The currenly used glare evaluation scales as discussed above, of which 

Hopkinson‟s muli-criterion system is mostly used (but as a one-item scale), are 

expected to be not optimal in this perspective. Moreover, those scales all assume 

that with increasing glare a light source first becomes unacceptable and than 

uncomfortable. The question is: when is the light source comfortable? From the 

perspective of standards it is important to investigate the border of “just acceptable 

glare” in terms of “just good enough” and “I would not complain about it”. However, 

from lighting designers‟ perspective it is interesting to know when a design is 

“comfortable” in the meaning of “pleasant to work in”. One of the goals of this study is 

therefore to develop a method to evaluate glare perception in terms of acceptance 

and comfort1.  

1.3. Glare models 

Although glare is a subjective experience, models to quantify it have been developed, 

aiming at predicting the subjective experience of discomfort glare. These models are 

different, depending on the application area. For example, the model for road lighting 

is completely different from the models for interior lighting. The “Glare Control Mark” 

(GM), developed for road lighting, contains parameters such as the number of light 

points per km, their suspension height, the projected area A (m2) of the luminaires, 

the intensity I (cd) in the direction of an approaching car driver and the average road 

luminance L (cd/m2). The basic factors common to glare models for interior lighting 

are the luminance, size and location of the light source and the adaptation state of 

the observer. In most models these factors are expressed in the luminance of the 

 
1 In the course of this study we discovered that colleagues in North-America give a different interpretation to the words acceptable and 
comfortable. “Comfortable” is used in the sense of “not causing visual discomfort”, while “acceptable” means in their opinion “really pleasant to 
work in” (Jones, 2012), which is exactly the opposite of our interpretation in the current study.  
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source Ls (cd/m2), the solid angle of the source, a position factor, and the luminance 

of the background Lb (cd/m2). Vos (2003) however showed qualitative and 

quantitative similarities between the road lighting and indoor glare models. Finding 

these similarities is not suprising, because both models describe the same 

phenomenon: discomfort glare.  

Even within the field of interior lighting many different models are developed, 

depending on the research area. For example a distiction can be made between 

models related to glare from windows (Daylight Glare Index) and models related to 

glare from electrical light sources. More generally, some models are valid for small 

glare sources (like the Unified Glare Rating, UGR, included in the European Standard 

EN-12464 for interior lighting, (CIE, 1995)) while others are explicitly designed for 

large glare sources (like the Daylight Glare Probability (DGP)). Most models relate 

glare as the mean or median rating of the observer, and only few of them adress 

observer variability. An example of the latter is the Visual Comfort Probability (VCP), 

where the degree of glare is expressed as the percentage of observers who consider 

it above a fixed reference level, such as the border between comfort and discomfort 

(BCD).  

Besides the fact that many different glare indices exist, there is increasing evidence 

for a discrepancy between the user response on glare and the existing glare indices. 

Already in 1996 Veitch and Newsham described glare control as one of the main 

dimensions determining the quality of the luminous environment, but they also 

pointed out the little agreement between this parameter and behavioral outcomes 

such as visual comfort and preference. “Psychologist and other behaviour scientists, 

although not generally accustomed to participating in the writing of codes and 

standards, have an important role to play in the development of these regulations” 

(Veitch & Newsham, 1996, p. 2). This discrepancy between the user response and 

glare indices resulted in many studies aiming to improve the glare index in order to 

better predict the occurrence of discomfort glare. For example, Wienold and 

Christoffersen (2006) also discussed the low predictive power of existing (daylight) 

glare indices for people‟s glare perception. They proposed a new index based on 

luminance measurements with CCD technology. Also Jakubiec and colleagues 

(2011) who compared different models suggest a new concept for assessing 

discomfort glare in daylit spaces. They used a concept where multiple positions and 

viewing directions simultaneously were taken into account and found that applying 

this concept reduced the predicted hours of intolerable glare considerable. 
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Very recently, Clear (2012) performed a thorough review of different glare models 

which he compared and evaluated against the subjective glare data of Luckiesh & 

Guth (1949), that form the basis of most models. He concluded that agreement exist 

on the basic factors that cause glare, such as source luminance, size and location, 

but none of the models seem to be successful at fitting the subjective rating data. He 

pointed out that not adressing possible interactions between factors of the model, as 

well as non-uniformity of sources and exposure duration as possible limitations of the 

existing models (Clear, 2012).  

More specifically, also the assessments of discomfort glare from indoor lighting 

systems, which is still commonly done using the Unified Glare Rating (UGR) is under 

discussion, especially in those cases where a non-uniform luminance distribution is 

visible. For instance Takahashi and his colleagues (2007a) showed that the currently 

used position index is inapplicable to the UGR in case of non-uniform white LED 

matrix light sources. They suggest applying a revised position index to the UGR, 

when evaluating discomfort glare caused by such light sources. More recently, 

Tashiro and colleagues (2012) studied the subjective glare perception of non-uniform 

and uniform sources. Based on their results, they propose a new formula for UGR, 

using the total luminance (sum of luminance in the area of test stimulus calculated by 

image photometry) in stead of the average luminance of the stimulus. Thus, although 

fulfilling the requirements of standards for office lighting (UGR<19), the usage of 

many LED based luminaires might result in complaints from users, due to increased 

perceived glare. For that reason a new Technical Committee of the CIE started to 

look at existing quality measures and their applicability to assess lighting quality of 

interior lighting with LED lighting systems (Knoop, 2011). Discomfort glare, overhead 

glare and room appearance were identified as lighting quality measures that requires 

additional research and should be taken into account in lighting quality 

recommendations.  

Summarising, on the one hand, it is shown that the glare index is not always a good 

predictor for the glare perception. On the other hand, the glare index is just one 

aspect of the experience of a luminous environment. The majority of existing lighting 

quality measures focus on visual performance and avoiding visual discomfort. 

Nonetheless, a high quality lighting system contains more than good visibility of the 

task and includes appearance of the space (Veitch et al., 2008). People‟s response 

on glare perception, on a comfort scale, might be influenced by other aspects than 

the parameters used in the glare index, such as the appearance of the room. 
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Therefore, next to the aim to develop a method to evaluate glare perception in terms 

of acceptance and comfort (as discussed in the preceeding section), this study also 

aims at better understanding the concept “comfortable lighting”: is discomfort glare 

the most important factor or do other aspects play a role as well, such as room 

appearance? 

Finally, none of the above mentioned glare indices explicitely included duration as 

one of the parameters in the model and no studies have been found that investigated 

the effect of exposure duration on the glare perception. However, there are a few 

reasons to consider exposure duration when evaluating glare perception. Firstly, in 

earlier (unpublished) glare research it was experienced that observers often refer to 

exposure time with remarks such as: “The glare sensation is acceptable for now, but I 

expect it to be annoying when I have to work in it for a whole day.” A comparable 

remark was found in the paper of Luckiesh and Guth (1949), who very precisely 

defined the exposure time of the stimulus in their experiments in the order of 

seconds. Moreover, some definitions of glare scale items refer to exposure time. For 

example “Acceptable discomfort glare would be the glare that the subjects could 

tolerate for approximately one day….”, and “Uncomfortable discomfort glare would be 

tolerated for approximately 15 to 30 minutes….” (Velds, 2000, p. 63). Finally, 

inadequate lighting conditions, such as discomfort glare, can cause eyestrain, which 

after longer exposure can result in irritation in the eyes, headaches, giddiness, etc., 

(Boyce, 1981, Parson, 2000). Moreover Veitch et al. (2008) suggested that luminous 

conditions that cause visual discomfort or distraction, over time, will affect visual 

capability and the appraisal of the conditions. In an earlier study she showed that 

parabolic-louvered luminaires (with extreme low glare characteristics) provide better 

verbal-intellectual and clerical task performance than recessed lensed luminaires 

measured after one day working (Veitch et al., 1998). The question that rises 

therefore is: to what extent can a glare rating of the first impression predict the 

perception after longer exposure? Although people might get used to the light setting 

after longer exposure duration, especially in case of an uncomfortable setting, people 

might get (more) annoyed after longer exposure, resulting in a shift of their glare 

perception towards more discomfort. For that reason a first explorative experiment is 

done in the current study to consider this aspect. 
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1.4. Rationale of the study 

Non-uniform (LED-based) office luminaires are considered as more uncomfortable 

than uniform light sources. Existing glare indices do not match sufficiently with the 

subjective experience of people‟s glare perception. These non-uniform luminaires are 

expected to result in complaints from users due to discomfort glare, even if they fulfill 

the requirements of standards (UGR < 19). In order to develop comfortable LED 

based luminaires, the design rules with respect to glare have to be reconsidered. 

Therefore, subjective experiments are needed to evaluate glare perception of these 

types of luminaires. From the perspective of standards it is important to know the 

border of “just acceptable” glare. However, from lighting design perspective it is 

important to find the rules for a high quality “comfortable” product. Currently used 

glare evaluation scales measure only the degree of discomfort (not comfort), mix 

different dimensions (magnitude of glare and value judgement of glare) and are not 

unanimous on the choice of scale items and seem therefore unsuitable to evaluate 

glare and at the same time distiguish between “just acceptable” and “comfortable” 

designs. Moreover, in order to make a “comfortable lighting” design, the question is 

whether this is only determined by glare perception. Will the prevention of glare result 

in “comfortable lighting”? It is expected that other aspects such as room appearance 

and exposure duration will play a role as well. 

 

1.4.1. Research question 

The main research question of this study is: “Considering office lighting, how can 

the perception of glare be measured in terms of “comfort” and “acceptance”?  

More specifically, for this study the following sub research questions were defined: 

 

1. Considering office lighting and focusing on glare perception is “acceptable” 

equal to “comfortable”, or if not, to what extent do they differ? 

 It is expected that the psychometric functions of “acceptable glare” are 

shifted compared to the function of “comfortable glare”: people might 

accept a certain glare level setting sooner than considering it as 

“comfortable”. 

2. Considering office lighting and focusing on the term “comfortable”, to what 

extent is “comfortable lighting” related to “comfortable glare”? 
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 It is expected that, besides glare perception, aspects like the luminaire 

appearance, the light distribution in the room and the exposure time 

will play a role as well. It is hypotized that in terms of comfort, a 

judgement on glare will not be the same as a judgement on the lighting 

in general. 

3. To what extent is the glare rating of the first impression a prediction for the 

rating after longer exposure time, e.g. one hour working? 

 It is expected that after longer exposure to a light setting that is 

considered as “just uncomfortable” people become more annoyed 

during time and their judgement will shift towards more discomfort. 

 

Two studies were done to investigate these issues. In the first study, the focus was 

on the perception of glare in terms of comfort and acceptance. In the second study 

the concept “comfortable lighting” was considered, together with the effect of longer 

exposure duration. Both studies are described seperately in the next two chapters. 
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2. Study I: Glare perception; acceptance and comfort  

2.1. Introduction 

The aim of this first study was to investigate glare perception in terms of acceptance 

and comfort in an office application. The question was – considering the brightness of 

a luminaire – is “acceptable glare” equal to “comfortable glare” and if not, to what 

extent do they differ? Is comfort the same as the absence of discomfort and therefore 

more or less the same as acceptance? Or is comfortable glare a comparable 

judgement as acceptable glare, but on a higher, more critical level? Or do they even 

refer to two different concepts? The study comprised a user test, in which people 

were asked to rate their subjective experience of glare either on an „acceptance‟ 

scale, or on a „comfort‟ scale, for different lighting settings. In this study we chose to 

offer the different glare related lighting settings in a simulated open plan office 

environment, in such a way that direct glare as well as overhead glare could be 

evaluated. This study was done with individual participants and ran from May 2nd til 

May 11th 2012. 

2.2. Method 

2.2.1. Study design 

A study with a mixed design was set up. Two types of judgement (acceptance versus 

comfort) were tested between two groups, while 8 different light settings were 

compared within both groups. In both groups the glare perception was measured by 

asking to judge the brightness of the luminaires in a simulated open plan office 

environment. However, in one group the question was asked whether the brightness 

of the luminaires was acceptable (defined as: maybe not optimal, but no need to 

complain); in the other group the question was asked whether the brightness of the 

luminaires was comfortable (defined as: really pleasant to work in). In both cases the 

participants were forced to make a choice: the answer could be either yes or no.  

Furthermore, beside this yes-no question, the glare perception was also measured by 

several glare rating scales. In both groups (N=42) three scales were used: a 9-point 

bipolar scale on the concept acceptable, a 9-point bipolar scale on the concept 

comfortable and the Hopkinson multi-criteria scale (see section 2.2.5 for more 

details). An overview of the set-up is given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Overview of experiments in first study 

Questionnaire type Group 1 (N=21) Group 2 (N=21) 

Brightness acceptable (Yes/No) x  

Brightness comfortable (Yes/No)  x 

Brightness acceptable (Scale) x x 

Brightness comfortable (Scale) x x 

Hopkinson glare rating scale x x 

 

2.2.2. Participants 

In total 42 people participated voluntarily (22 men and 20 women). They were all 

office employees working at the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, in different 

disiplines, like technical research, facility management, human resource 

management and secretariat. On average the age was 44 years with a range 

between 22-62 years (for more details, see Appendix 1).  

2.2.3. Set-up 

In order to evaluate different possible origins of glare (direct glare or overhead glare), 

we built a large test environment, without daylight entrance (about 8 x 8 meter), 

simulating an open plan office. Four rows of three LED based luminaires in the 

ceiling, each with a center to center spacing of 1.80 meter in one direction and 2.40 

meter in the other direction were made. These spacings are commonly used in office 

applications. At comparable illuminance, a larger spacing would result in a higher 

luminance of the luminaires, and subsequently more glare experience. In order to 

realize a broad range of glare ratings, the luminaire spacing was chosen as large as 

possible. Although the ceiling luminaires used were suitable for such a large spacing 

lay-out (i.e. still providing enough light on the work plane), due to technical limitations 

of the testing room, the spacing in the lengthwise direction could only be 1.80 meter. 

As shown in Figure 1, with this lay-out it is possible to evaluate direct glare and 

overhead glare at the same time. 

These recessed LED luminaires (CoreLine LED37S), with a UGR of 20, not meeting 

office standards (UGR < 19), provided direct lighting and were combined with free 

floor standing luminaires (prototypes) that could provide indirect lighting. By changing 

the ratio indirect-direct light, the glare aspects of the lighting in the room could be 
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varied, while keeping the horizontal illuminance on the working plane constant (see 

Appendix 2 for technical details of the luminaires used). 

The number of floor luminaires was selected such that the setting with only indirect 

light provided sufficient illuminance on the work plane and fairly homogeneous light 

distribution on the ceiling, while limiting the number of luminaires as not to clutter the 

office space. With the choice of 8 poles a balance could be found for these aspects. 

The lay-out of the ceiling luminaires and floor luminaires is schematically represented 

in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: schematic representation of the lay-out of the ceiling luminaires and the free 

floor standing luminaires in the test room. 

 

2.2.4. Light settings 

Following the lighting standards for office environments, a horizontal task illuminance 

of at least 500 lux on the workplane should be provided. Without daylight, 500 lux 

seemed rather dark. Therefore it was decided to make settings with Ehor = 600 lux on 

the working plane, which is a commonly used installation level in offices. Eight 

settings were created with different ratios of direct and indirect light, aiming to provide 

sufficient variance and a sufficiently broad range in glary and non-glary settings in the 

study, while keeping the horizontal illuminance constant. The selection of 8 settings 

was determined by the technical limitation of a minimal dimming level of 10% and the 

wish to have settings with about equal differences between the illuminances. For the 
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setting with indirect light only (i.e. setting 8), the floor luminaires had a (DALI) dim 

level of 87%. For each next setting, 10% direct light (minimal dim level) was added, 

while adjusting the indirect light to create 600 lux for all settings. For the setting with 

only direct light (i.e. setting 1), the dim level of the ceiling luminaires was 66%. The 

dim levels of both the ceiling and the floor luminaires are graphically represented for 

the different settings in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Horizontal illuminance of direct and indirect light for the different dimlevels 

(%) corresponding to the 8 different light settings 

 

In Table 3 the percentage horizontal illuminance of the indirect and direct lighting 

together with the total horizontal illuminance on the working plane are given for the 8 

different settings. In Figure 5 pictures of a few examples of the settings are given. 

 

Table 3: Percentage of direct and indirect lighting and the accompanying horizontal 

illuminances for the eight light settings 

Scene Relative Ehor direct (%) Relative Ehor indirect (%)  Ehor (lux) 

1 100 0 604 
2 87.9 12.1 603 
3 79.2 20.8 607 
4 64.1 35.9 603 
5 48.0 52.0 606 
6 32.0 68.0 601 
7 15.6 84.4 604 
8 0 100 606 
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a b 

c d 

Figure 5: Test room (view at entrance), with four examples of lighting settings: the 

horizontal illuminance was kept constant, while changing the direct/indirect light 

ratios: a = only direct light; b = direct > indirect; c = indirect > direct; d = only indirect. 

 

Luminance pictures were made from the viewing direction of the participants. These 

results are summarized in Figure 6. The decreasing luminance of the ceiling 

luminaires is visible, as well as the increasing luminance of the ceiling.  

 

Figure 6: Luminance pictures of settings 1 till 8.  

(Note: the absolute luminance values should be interpreted with care. Due to the high 

peak brightness of the ceiling luminaire, no reliable measurements could be made 

with the camera.) 
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For each setting a Unified Glare Rating (UGR) was calculated in DiaLux, which 

subsequently can be related to the Visual Comfort Probability (VCP) (See Appendix 

7). The results are given in Table 4. Settings 6, 7 and 8 resulted in a UGR <10, which 

means that the luminaire luminance is lower than surrounding and should be 

interpreted as “no glare expected”.  

 

Table 4. UGR and VCP of the 8 settings used. (*) no glare expected.  

Setting UGR VCP 

1 20 67 

2 18 73 

3 17 76 

4 15 82 

5 12 89 

6 <10* 100* 

7 <10* 100* 

8 <10* 100* 

 

2.2.5. Measures 

One way to investigate the glare perception is by asking people whether the 

brightness of the luminaire is acceptable and measure the frequency of people who 

say yes for the different settings. In that way, a psychometric function can be 

obtained. Similarly, one can investigate whether glare perception is comfortable for 

the different light settings, which also results in a psychometric function. Both 

concepts (acceptance and comfort) may then be compared through their 

psychometric functions.   

Besides these yes-no questions two bipolar semantic scales were used to get insight 

into what extent people rate glare as acceptable or comfortable. These two scales, 

one for comfort and one for acceptance, as shown in Figure 7.  

 

Highly un-
comfortable 

 
Un-

comfortable 
 Neutral  Comfortable  

Highly 
comfortable 

O O O O O O O O O 

 

Highly un-
acceptable 

 
Un- 

acceptable 
 

Just 
acceptable 

 Acceptable  
Highly 

acceptable 
O O O O O O O O O 

 

Figure 7: semantic scales to rate perceived glare in terms of comfort (a) and 

acceptance (b) 
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Often a 9-point glare rating scale is used in literature (e.g. Hopkinson multi-criterion 

system and the De Boer Rating Scale). Therefore, in this study was chosen for a 9-

point scale as well. “Just acceptable” is seen as a border value and therefore, 

similarly as in the De Boer Rating Scale, this was placed in the middle position on the 

acceptable scale. For the comfortable scale, the middle position was called “neutral”.  

 

Lastly, in order to link the gathered data to earlier studies in this field, the widely used 

multi-criterion system of Hopkinson was used as well. With this instrument, people 

rate the glare perception on a semantic scale with four different criteria: just 

perceptible, just acceptable, just uncomfortable and just intolerable. In the current 

study, Hopkinson‟s scale was used in the same format as used by Tuaycharoen & 

Tregenza (2007) and is illustrated in Figure 8.  

Figure 8: Multi Criterion Scale based on Hopkinson (source: Tuaycharoen & 

Tregenza, 2007). 

 

People were asked to mark with a cross on the horizontal line the place that best fit 

their glare perception.  

 

2.2.6. Procedure 

Before entering the room, a short sensitizing exercise was given, to let people start 

thinking about office lighting. Participants ranked 6 different aspects of office lighting 

in order of importance (see Appendix 3). Upon entering the room, participants were 

asked to give a first impression. This was done with a fixed setting (setting 1) for all 

respondents.  

Next, they were asked to take a seat at a fixed position, as marked in figure 3. The 

eight different light settings, as described in section 2.2.4, were offered in random 

order, with setting 1 and 8 repeated once (all participants started with setting 1). This 

resulted in a series of 10 settings for each respondent. To prevent that participants 
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started looking at the ceiling and the luminaires only, they were asked to do a little 

office task for each light setting again. They had to type a line of text of the poem that 

was hanging on the wall in front of them. In that way, they were forced to look at the 

wall, as well as to the computer screen and keyboard, simulating a common office 

task. During this typing task, they perceived the luminaires in the periphery of their 

field of view. They were asked to judge the glare perception regarding the brightness 

of the luminaires during the task.  

In the first group (N=21) the question was: “Regarding the brightness of the 

luminaires and considering the task, would you consider this setting acceptable for 

your workplace in the office? Yes or No?” In the second group (N=21) the question 

was: “Regarding the brightness of the luminaires and considering the task, would 

you consider this setting comfortable for your workplace in the office?  Yes or No?” 

Beforehand, the difference between the concepts acceptable and comfortable was 

explained to all participants in the same way. The brigthness of the luminaires should 

be judged as comfortable in case it is really pleasant to work in. The brightness of the 

luminaires should be judged as acceptable in case you think it is maybe not perfect, 

but it is not so bad that you want to complain about it. 

After having seen all light settings once and having judged them with the yes/no 

question, all 10 settings were offered again (in a different random order of settings). 

This second time participants had to judge the brightness of the luminaires again, 

scoring them on the three different glare rating scales (i.e. two bipolar scales for 

acceptance and comfort, and the Hopkinson scale (see Appendix 4). These scales 

were offered to both groups of participants (N=42). 

Finally, while ending with setting 1 again, a short evaluation was done, where people 

could make some final remarks. The flowchart of the testing protocol for the 

moderator is given in Appendix 5. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Binomial scales (Yes/No Questions) 

It was expected that the concepts “comfortable glare” and “acceptable glare” are not 

the same. The question was to what extent they differ. Therefore, the frequency of 

participants that answered “yes” was analysed for both concepts for all light settings. 

In all cases setting 1, which was expected to be the worst setting considering glare 

perception, was shown as first setting, and later repeated randomly in the series of 
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the remaining 9 settings. The frequency of the first presentation of setting 1 seemed 

higher (43% versus 29% for comfortable and 76% versus 67% for acceptable), 

suggesting that people were less critical at the first impression, and became more 

critical after seeing the other (better) settings. However, the difference between the 

repeated settings was not significant (McNemar test, p=0.45 for comfortable and 

p=0.63 for acceptable). Also setting 8 was shown twice, but in both cases randomly 

within the series of 10 settings. No significant difference was found between the first 

and second time showing setting 8 either (McNemar test, p=0.63 for comfortable and 

p=0.63 for acceptable) (for more details, see Appendix 6). For further analysis, for 

setting 1 the frequency of the second presentation was taken (which is the one 

randomly offered) and for setting 8 the frequency of the first (random) presentation 

was taken.  

In Figure 9 the frequency of participants that answered “yes” for both groups is 

plotted as function of the percentage of indirect lighting.  

 

 

Figure 9: Frequency graph of the two different questions (gr 1: „Is the brightness of 

the luminaires comfortable?‟; gr 2: „Is the brightness of the luminaires acceptable?‟). 

Percentage of participants who answered “yes” plotted against the percentage 

indirect lighting (relative illuminance indirect light), representing the eight light 

settings.  

 

To evaluate statistical significance of the effect of indirect light on glare based on 

these binomial data for k-related samples, the Cochran‟s Q test was used. For 
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“acceptable” (N=21) Cochran‟s Q = 16.87, df=8, p=0.032 and for “comfortable” 

(N=21), Cochran‟s Q =25.82, df=8, p=0.001 (for details see appendix 6). Hence, the 

light setting had a statistically significant effect on both the acceptance and the 

comfort of glare. 

Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that the judgements of the brightness of the luminaires 

on “comfort” seemed structurally more critial for all settings compared to the 

judgements on “acceptance” (i.e. for each setting acceptance seemed higher (more 

people agreed) than comfort). This difference seemed more pronounced for the 

settings with lower percentages of indirect light. Since the frequencies of “acceptable” 

were predicted to be lower than those of “comfortable”, a one-sided test was done to 

check whether “acceptable” differed significantly from “comfortable”. For this binomial 

data and comparing two independent samples, the Fisher‟s Exact Test was done for 

each individual setting. For the first three settings (with respectively 0, 12, 21% 

indirect light) the difference between acceptable and comfortable was significant 

(Fisher‟s Exact test p= 0.015; 0.015 and 0.007 respectively). For the remaining 

settings percentages of acceptance and comfort were not significantly different (for 

details, see Appendix 6). 

 

2.3.2. Bipolar 9-point scales 

Instead of forcing people to say yes or no on the question whether the glare is 

acceptable or comfortable, the 9-point scales on these two concepts offered 

participants the possibility to express to what extent they judged the glare as 

acceptable or comfortable. The question was whether this way of asking changed the 

results. The spread of the answers is illustrated in Figure 10, for the two most 

extreme settings, i.e. setting 1 with 0% indirect light and setting with 100% indirect 

light. In case of 0% indirect light, the answers differed from highly uncomfortable to 

fairly comfortable, with the peak around uncomfortable (blue bars). For the setting 

with 100% indirect light, again the anwers spread from fairly uncomfortable to highly 

comfortable, with the peak around comfortable (red bars). 
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Figure 10: Illustration of spread in answers per setting, by using the 9-point bipolar 

scale for the extent of comfort. Blue bars represent the answers for setting 1, with 0% 

indirect light. Red bars represent the answers for setting 8, with 100% indirect light. 

 
Figure 10 as an example, illustrates that people do show large individual differences. 

As given in Figure 11, boxplots can represent variations among participants. Figure 

11 is a graph with boxplots for each setting. In the left graph the results of the 9-point 

comfortable scale is presented and in the right graph the results of the 9-point 

acceptable scale is given. 
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Figure 11 Boxplots representing the results of the 9-points bipolar scales for (a) 

comfort (left) and (b) acceptance (right). 

The box, with the median indication, represents 50% of the participants (the 

interquartile range), and the whiskers together with the outliers (small rounds) 

represent the outer quartiles. An outlier is defined as the case with value between 1.5 

and 3 box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box. 

 

Despite the large individual variation, the boxplots also showed an increase in 

comfort, respectively acceptance, with increasing percentage indirect light. This 

increase was significant as demonstrated with a Friedman Test (χ2=69.02, N=42, 

df=7, asymp sign <0.001, for comfortable and χ2=59.05, N=42, df=7, asymp sign 

<0.001 for acceptable). 

Moreover, again the comfortable scale represented a more critical concept than 

acceptable as indicated by the medians. To test whether the differences were 

significant, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was performed per lighting condition. The 

corresponding z-values and p-values for a 2-tailed test are given in Table 5. They 

illustrate that for all setting, except settings 7 and 8, the difference in score between 

“acceptable glare” and “comfortable glare” was significant. 
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Table 5: Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare the scores of the 9-

point scales “Acceptable” (Ac) and “Comfortable” (Co) for each setting (1 – 8).  

 Ac1-Co1 Ac2-Co2 Ac3-Co3 Ac4-Co4 Ac5-Co5 Ac6-Co6 Ac7-Co7 Ac8-Co8 

Z -2.581 -3.936 -3.517 -2.884 -3.839 -3.299 -1.823 -0.898 

Asymp. Sign 

(2-tailed) 

0.010 <0.001 <0.001 0.004 <0.001 0.001 0.068 0.369 

 

2.3.3. Hopkinson-scale 

In this second part of the study, next to the two 9-point bipolar scales on the concepts 

“acceptable” and “comfortable” participants were asked to rate the brightness of the 

luminaires on the Hopkinson-scale as well. This scale, represented as a horizontal 

line with the four criteria as well as the naming of the five in between areas, offered 

participants the possibility to mark a cross on any place of the line, between 0 and 13 

cm (see Figure 8). The question was to what extent the results of this frequently used 

glare rating system resemble the results of the other scales. Figure 12 summarises 

the Hopkinson results in a boxplot for each setting. 

 

 

Figure 12 Boxplot of the results of the Hopkinson Scale (0-13 cm). The 4 criteria (just 

perceptible, just acceptable, just uncomfortable, just intolerable) as well as the 

Borderline between Comfort and Discomfort (BCD) are depicted in the graph 
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The majority of the people judged most settings in the “perceptible” and “acceptable” 

range of the Hopkinson scale. However, setting 1 seemed to be an exception, since 

its median lied on “just uncomfortable”. Furthermore, the medians of setting 1 and 2 

(with 0, and 12 % indirect light respectively) appeared to be above the Borderline 

between Comfort and Discomfort (BCD), which is used as requirement for luminaire 

designs (Luckiesh & Guty, 1949, Hopkinson, 1957, Kasahara et al., 2006, Takahashi 

et al., 2007a and b, Tuancharoen & Tregenza, 2007). For the remaining settings the 

medians were under the BCD, meaning that at least 50% of the participants (the 

lower two quartiles) judged these settings as comfortable. To better understand the 

results of the different scales, their similarities and differences, a comparison of 

scales was made, as described in the next section.  

 

2.3.4. Comparing different scales 

2.3.4.1. Yes/No scales versus 9-point scales 
 
In order to compare the binomial data of the yes/no scales with the ordinal data of the 

9-point scales, the latter were recoded to binomial data as illustrated in Figure 13.  

Highly un-
comfortable 

 
Un-

comfortable 
 Neutral  Comfortable  

Highly 
comfortable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
No No No No Missing Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

Highly un-
acceptable 

 
Un- 

acceptable 
 

Just 
acceptable 

 Acceptable  
Highly 

acceptable 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

Figure 13 Recoding of the 9-point scales into binomial data; the comfortable scale 

was recoded as follows: 1, 2, 3 and 4 was coded “no”, 6, 7, 8 and 9 was coded “yes” 

and 5 (neutral) was left out; the acceptable scale was recoded as follows: 1, 2, 3 and 

4 was coded “no” and 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 was coded “yes”.  

 

After recoding the frequencies were plotted against the percentage indirect light 

together with the binomial data, originated from the yes-no scales (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 Frequencies of positive responses response for the judgement of the 

brightness of the luminaires in term of “acceptable” (blue check symbols) and 

“comfortable” (red squares) as function of the percentage indirect lighting. The closed 

symbols represent the binomial data from the yes-no scale, while the open symbols 

represent the data of the recoded 9-point scales. 

 

Figure 14 shows that for both concepts (acceptable and comfortable) the recoded 9-

points scales very much resembled the binomial data of the yes-no scales. Again 

especially for the settings with lower percentage indirect light the concept comfortable 

seemed to differ from acceptable. For the settings with higher percentage indirect 

light the responses seemed to reach saturation. 

In this perspective it is interesting to discuss the results in relation to the UGR. For 

each setting an UGR was calculated, which subsequently can be related to the Visual 

Comfort Probability (VCP) according to a relation provided by the IESNA (see 

Appendix 7). Because the VCP expresses the degree of glare in terms of the 

percentage of observers who consider it at or above the border of acceptable 

(CIE2008), this VCP can be compared to the frequencies for comfortable and 

acceptable glare, as illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Frequency graph of comfortable and acceptable glare, based on the 

dichotomous data of the yes/no scales, compared with the Visual Comfort Probability 

(VCP), based on the calculated UGR value of the settings. 

 

This Figure illustrates that the VCP rather matched “acceptable” judgements than the 

“comfortable” judgements. It should be noted that the last three points of the VCP 

data are based on a calculated UGR < 10, which implies no visible glare. As a 

consequence the VCP is set at 100% (see Table 3). It is however more plausible to 

assume that the VCP model shows a gradually approach towards 100% with 

increasing percentage indirect light. Although the responses of comfortable (and 

acceptable) glare seemed to show a decreasing trend for the high percentage indirect 

light settings, it is more plausible to assume that both psychometric functions 

(“comfortable glare” and “acceptable glare”) approaches saturation, in the same way 

as the VCP curve. 

To further compare the results of “acceptable” with “comfortable”, for the data of the 

recoded 9-point scale a repeated measure analysis could be done (N=42), because 

both groups scored on both scales (acceptable and comfortable). A McNemar test 

(for binomial data with related samples) showed for only setting 1 and 2 a significant 

difference between “comfortable” and “acceptable”, as is illustrated in Table 6.  
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Table 6 McNemar test to compare “comfortable” (Co) with “acceptable” (Ac) for the 8 

settings, based on the 9-point scale, that were recoded to binomial data.  

 Co1&

Ac1 

Co2&

Ac2 

Co3&

Ac3 

Co4&

Ac4 

Co5&

Ac5 

Co6&

Ac6 

Co7&

Ac7 

Co8&

Ac8 

N 37 34 31 33 31 35 40 30 

Asymp. Sign (2-tailed) 0.031 0.016 0.250 0.062 0.062 1.000 0.250 0.687 

 

Although the yes-no scale showed a difference between acceptable and comfortable 

for setting 3 as well, as described in section 2.3.1, for the recoded 9-point scale the 

same trend was found: in case of low percentage indirect light (relatively 

uncomfortable settings), people distinguished comfortable glare from acceptable 

glare, but in case of higher percentage indirect light (more comfortable settings) 

comfortable glare and acceptable glare are not different anymore. 

 

2.3.4.2. Yes-no scales versus Hopkinson scale 

To be able to make a comparison between the dichotomous scales (yes-no) and 

Hopkinson scale, the scores of the Hopkinson scale were expressed in below or 

above the Borderline between Comfort and Discomfort (BCD), as shown in Table 7.  

 

Table 7 Results of different glare rating scales for eight settings with increasing 

percentages of indirect light: frequencies for acceptable and comfortable glare (based 

on the fit through the datapoints) and the scores on the multi criterion Hopkinson 

scale, expressed in whether the median of the scores was below or above the 

Borderline between Comfort and Discomfort (BCD). 

Setting relative Ehor 
indirect (%) 

% yes 
comfortable 
(see Fig. 10) 

% yes 
acceptable 

(see Fig. 10) 

BCD -/+ 
(discomfort/comfort) 

(see Fig.13) 

1 0 23.9 66.9 - 

2 12.1 40.7 76.1 - 

3 20.8 50.8 81.6 + 

4 35.9 64.6 88.9 + 

5 52.0 73.9 93.6 + 

6 68.0 77.8 95.1 + 

7 84.4 76.1 93.5 + 

8 100 69.2 88.9 + 
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It shows that settings 1 and 2 were below the borderline between comfort and 

discomfort (BCD) while the other settings were above this borderline. The 

corresponding dichotomous data show that indeed less than 50% of the people found 

settings 1 and 2 comfortable, while more than 50% of the people found the remaining 

settings comfortable. This proves that the BCD corresponds to 50% of the people 

judging the setting as “comfortable”.  

Another way to compare these dichotomous scales with the Hopkinson scale is to 

recode the Hopkinson data to binomial data. This was done in such a way that all 

scores below the BCD were coded 1 (positive) while all scores above the BCD were 

coded 0 (negative). In that way the frequency of people being positive on the 

Hopkinson scale could be compared with the frequencies of people being positive on 

the Comfortable and Acceptable yes/no questions. The results are plotted in Figure 

16. 

 

Figure 16: Frequency graph of recoded Hopkinson data (below or above BCD) 

compared to the binomial data of “Acceptable” (Y/N) and “Comfortable” (Y/N); plotted 

against the percentage indirect light. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 16 the BCD criterion on the Hopkinson scale approaches the 

concept of comfort more than the concept acceptance. To verify to what extent the 

comfortable data differs from this recoded binomial Hopkinson data, a Fisher‟s Exact 

Test per setting was done. As expected, for none of the settings a significantly 

difference was found between the comfortable data and the recoded binomial 

Hopkinson data based on the BCD criterion (details can be found in Appendix 6). 
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2.3.4.3. 9-point scale versus Hopkinson scale 

In the former section the Hopkinson results were recoded to binomial data in order to 

compare them with the acceptable and comfortable binomial data. The Hopkinson 

data can also be recoded to a nine-point scale to be able to compare the results with 

the comfortable 9-point scale. This can be done easily, because the Hopkinson scale 

is sometimes represented as a 9-point scale (see Figure 2). Recoding was done as 

shown in Figure 17 

 

 

Figure 17: Recoding of the Hopkinson scale: On the left side the distance (cm) on the 

Hopkinson line as used in the study are shown, on the right side (in red) the recoded 

scale is represented, together with the accompanying semantics of the both 9-point 

scales of comfortable and acceptable 

 

The continuous cm-scale, as used in this study, was recoded to a 9-point scale in 

such a way that a comparison with the other 9-point scales was possible. Categories 

were made from 1 (intolerable) to 9 (imperceptible) that could be compared with 1 

(highly uncomfortable/unacceptable) to 9 (highly comfortable/acceptable). 

Subsequently, the data of the Hopkinson scale and the 9-point acceptable and 

comfortable scales could be compared per setting. For this ordinal data of related 
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samples, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was done. For the comfortable scale, none of 

the settings showed a significant difference with the Hopkinson scale. For the 

acceptable scale 5 of the 8 settings were significantly different compared to the 

Hopkinson results (p< 0.006), the remaining 3 settings showed non-significant trends 

of being different (p< 0.103). These results, as summarised in Table 8, showed that 

the Hopkinson scale represented a judgement on the extent of comfort of glare and 

not on the extent of acceptance of glare. 

 

Table 8a: Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare Hopkinson scale (H) with 

Comfortable scale (CO) for the 8 different light settings  

 
H1-CO1 H2-CO2 H3-CO3 H4-CO4 H5-CO5 H6-CO6 H7-CO7 H8-CO8 

Z -0.249 -0.110 -0.781 -1.212 -1.588 -1.554 -0.902 -1.236 

p (2 tailed) 0.803 0.912 0.435 0.226 0.112 0.120 0.367 0.216 

 

Table 8b: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to compare Hopkinson scale (H) with 

Acceptable scale (AC) for the 8 different light settings 

 H1-AC1 H2-AC2 H3-AC3 H4-AC4 H5-AC5 H6-AC6 H7-AC7 H8-AC8 

Z -1.693 -2.772 -2.802 -3.681 -3.982 -3.036 -1.629 -1.879 

p (2 tailed) 0.090 0.006 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.103 0.060 

 

2.4. Discussion 

Eight office light settings with an increasing ratio indirect/direct light were evaluated 

on glare perception in terms of acceptance and comfort. This was done with a 

dichotomous scale (yes/no) and with a 9-point scale for both concepts “comfortable” 

and “acceptable”. In addition Hopkinson‟s multi criterion scale was used in order to be 

able to compare the results with this existing scale that frequently is used in indoor 

glare research.  

As expected a difference was found for “acceptance” versus “comfortable”. Based on 

the dichotomous data this holds for the first 3 settings, with 0, 12 and 21% indirect 

light respectively. The results of the 9-point scales even showed a significant 

difference between “acceptable” and “comfortable” for all settings except for settings 

7 and 8. This seems reasonable: a light setting can be judged as “acceptable” and at 

the same time not judged as “comfortable” (“It is not optimal, but I would not complain 

about it, but I cannot qualify it as comfortable, because it is not really pleasant to work 

in”). So people are more critical towards the concept comfortable glare in judging a 
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light setting than towards the concept acceptable glare. However, if a setting is 

judged as “comfortable”, than it is expected that it is “acceptable” as well. Thus, at 

higher comfort level, both criteria (comfortable and acceptable) are met. Another 

reason for the fact that for higher comfort settings (more indirect light) no difference 

was found between “acceptable” and “comfortable” may be related to the fact that the 

acceptability threshold came close to 100%, and saturated. 

The fact that the results with the dichotomous scales only showed a significant 

difference in the first three settings and not for settings 4, 5 and 6, as was shown with 

the 9-point scales, may be related to the fact that the dichomous scales were tested 

between two groups, while the 9-point scales were tested within groups, making it 

possible to cancel out the spread due to individual differences. But also the fact that 

the acceptability threshold came close to 100%, and saturated, may be a reason that 

still differences were found with the 9-point scale, making a difference between 

“acceptable” and “highly acceptable”. 

Setting 8, which was the setting with only indirect lighting did show a larger spread in 

the responses. The interquartile range was much larger compared to most other 

settings (see Figure 11). This may point into the direction that people were confused 

when they had to judge the brightness of the luminaires, while the luminaires were 

switched off. It is plausible to assume that they took other aspects into consideration 

in their judgement. For example, a rather high ceiling luminance may have resulted in 

a less comfortable feeling. 

 

To further evaluate the different methodologies used more detailed analyses on the 

comparison of the different scales were done. After recoding the 9-point scales into 

binomial data, the frequency curves were suprisingly similar to the original binomial 

data (see Figure 14). Again it was found that for settings with a low indirect/direct 

ratio, acceptability was significantly different from comfortability, but this difference 

disappeared at higher percentages indirect lighting. Both the binomial data as 

recoded data from the 9-point scale did result in the same conclusion: In case of the 

“uncomfortable” settings (relative low percentage indirect light), the concept 

“acceptable” is significantly different from the concept “comfortable”. This confirms 

the consistency and robustness of the data.  

 

Further the Hopkinson scale was compared to the “comfortable” and “acceptable” 

assessments in two ways. On the one hand the Hopkinson data was recoded into 
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binomial data (below/above the BCD) and compared with the frequencies of the 

binomial comfortable data. On the other hand the Hopkinson data was recoded to 9 

categories to compare with the 9-point comfortable and acceptable scales. Both 

comparisons showed that the Hopkinson results resembled the comfortable data 

more than the acceptable data. The Hopkinson scale is multi-dimensional and 

therefore it is expected that putting a borderline at another dimension (than comfort-

discomfort), the recoded Hopkinson data will give information about that other 

dimension. The similarity between the Hopkinson data and the comfortable data 

seems logically, because this glare rating scale, as most other glare rating scales is 

meant to measure “the degree of discomfort”.  

Although “acceptable” is also one of the words on this semantic scale, this word was 

not interpreted in the same way as when used in the 9-points bipolar acceptable 

scale: the acceptance threshold on the Hopkinson scale corresponded to a different 

light setting than on the bipolar scale. Since the threshold on the bipolar acceptable 

scale corresponded very well with the threshold obtained from the dichotomous 

response of acceptable, it is most likely that the Hopkinson scale measured 

something different. Most probably the 9-points acceptable scale provoked a value 

judgement in the sense of “acceptability-objectionability”, while the word “acceptable” 

in the Hopkinson scale is interpreted more as a magnitude of discomfort related to 

glare experience, than a value judgement.  

The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility to measure glare in terms of 

comfort and acceptance. On the one hand, finding the border of “just acceptable 

glare” is relevant for standards that have to prescribe the design rules of luminaires; 

on the other hand, light designers want to know when a light setting is optimal 

pleasant or “comfortable”. Therefore, in this study the concepts “Acceptable glare” 

and “Comfortable glare” were explicitly explained to all participants. Glare should be 

judged as comfortable, when the light setting is really pleasant to work in, while it 

should be judged as acceptable, when it is experienced as not optimal but not 

necessary to complain about it. But, when looking to the order of the words in 

Hopkinson‟s scale, acceptable is positioned as “better” than comfortable, in terms of 

glare perception, while in the current study this was the other way around 

(comfortable is “better” than acceptable). This interpretation that was enforced on the 

participants might also explain the difference between the Hopkinson results and the 

results of the “acceptable scales”.  
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Notwithstanding this discrepancy between the definitions of acceptable and 

comfortable glare in Hopkinson‟s scale and in the one-item scales of this study, the 

data of the Hopkinson scale showed a consistent picture of a decreasing glare 

judgement with an increasing direct light percentage (Figure 12). It is suspected 

therefore that people use the Hopkinson scale as a bipolar scale (from good to bad), 

without bothering too much about the definitions of acceptable and comfortable.  

Finally, the question is which of the scales is preferred? Both the dichotomous scales 

(yes/no) as well as the 9-point scales seem to be equally well suitable to measure 

glare perception in terms of acceptance and comfort. This holds for their sensitivity 

(both showed a significant effect of light setting), their reproducibility (both showed a 

good retest reliability of settings 1 and 8), their external reliability (both showed a 

difference between acceptable glare and comfortable glare), and their external 

validity (both show the same relation with Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion scale). The 

dichotomous scale might be faster to fill out for the observers, but a 9-point scale 

offers observers the possibility to make subtle differences in their responses, 

something that they often prefer. With this 9-point scale individual differences can be 

made visible, as shown in Figure 10, which is not uncommon and has been found 

earlier (Hopkinson, 1957). For the next study it was decided to use yes/no scales to 

rapidly evaluate different settings and to use the 9-point scales to measure the effect 

of exposure time (which was done with just one setting), in order to give participants 

the option to make subtle differences in their judgement. 
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3. Study II: Comfortable lighting 

3.1. Introduction 

The aim of the second study was twofold. Firstly, the goal was to investigate to what 

extent the judgement of the brightness of the luminaires in terms of comfort differs 

from the judgement of the lighting in the room in terms of comfort. Secondly, the goal 

was to investigate the effect of longer exposure duration on the perception of glare. 

Both aspects could be covered in this second study at the same time. The study 

comprised a user test in a simulated office environment, where a set of eight different 

light settings was offered twice to the same group of people, in order to compare the 

judgement of the brightness of the luminaires with the judgement of the lighting in the 

room. Additionally the effect of longer exposure time on glare perception was studied 

with the same group of people. This second study was done with groups of 7 or 8 

participants simultaneously and was executed from May 14th until May 16th 2012. 

3.2. Method 

3.2.1. Study design 

An experiment with a repeated-measures design was set up. Twenty-two people 

divided over three groups (two groups of 7 people and one group of 8 people) 

participated in the study. The participants were exposed to the same eight light 

settings as used in the first study. They were asked to judge the brightness of the 

luminaires as well as the lighting in general on a dichotomous (yes/no) comfortable 

scale. Furthermore, at the start and end of one hour working in one specific condition, 

the glare perception was evaluated on acceptance and comfort using 9-point bipolar 

scales, to investigate the effect of longer exposure duration on glare perception. An 

overview of the set-up of this second study in relation to the first study is given in 

Table 9. 
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Table 9: Overview of questionnaires as used in study 1 and 2 

 Study 1 Study 2 

Questionnaire type Group 1 

(N=21) 

Group 2 

(N=21) 

Group 3 

(N=22) 

Brightness acceptable (Yes/No) x   

Brightness comfortable (Yes/No)  x x 

Lighting in general comfortable (Yes/No)   x 

Brightness acceptable (9-point Scale) x x x* 

Brightness comfortable (9-point Scale) x x x* 

* Only for one setting, to test effect of exposure time 

 

3.2.2. Participants 

Twenty-two people (6 female and 16 male) participated in this second study (group 

3). They were all office employees working at the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, 

in different disiplines, such as technical research, facility management, human 

resource management, and secretariat. On average the age was 34 years with a 

range between 24-60 years (for more details, see Appendix 1).  

 

3.2.3. Set-up 

For this second study, the test room as described in detail in chapter 2.2.3 was used 

again. An important difference however is the lay out of how the participants were 

seated in the room. In the first study, respondents participated individually and so, all 

had the same postion with respect to the luminaires. In this second study, 7 or 8 

persons participated at the same time. The positions of the participants were chosen 

in such a way that their viewing direction was such that a large part of the room was 

visible, which is schematically represented in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Schematical representation of the position and viewing direction of each 

participant in the second study. 

3.2.4. Light settings 

For this second study, the same settings as in study 1 were used: eight different light 

settings were created using different ratios of direct and indirect light, while keeping 

the horizontal illuminance at the work plane constant at 600 lux. A detailed 

description can be found in section 2.2.4. 

In order to study the effect of longer exposure time, it was decided to use a setting 

that was rated as “just uncomfortable”. From the first study it appeared that both, the 

9-point scale comfortable scale and the Hopkinson scale showed that the median of 

setting 1 is “just uncomfortable” (see Figure 11a and 12). Therefore, setting 1, with 

only direct lighting, was chosen for this purpose. 

 

3.2.5. Measures 

When presenting the series of 10 settings for the first time, for each setting the 

comfort of the lighting in the room was evaluated with the question: “Regarding the 

lighting in this room: would you consider this lighting as comfortable for your 

workplace in the office?  Yes or No?”  When presenting the series of 10 settings for 

the second time the comfort of the brightness of the luminaires was evaluated with 

the question: “Regarding the brightness of the luminaire: would you consider this 

comfortable for your workplace in the office?  Yes or No?” 

To test the effect of a longer exposure time, the 9-point bipolar scales on “acceptable” 

and “comfortable” as used in study 1 (see Figure 7) were offered at the start and at 

the end of the one hour working period in the test room under condition 1. 
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Finally, to control for mood and headaches the Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) and 

the Headache & Eyestrain scale (HES) were used respectively (see Appendix 8).  

 

3.2.6. Procedure 

People were asked to take a seat at an assigned place (as marked in Figure 18). For 

each working place a computer screen, keyboard and mouse was provided and 

people were asked to install their laptop in such a way that they used this computer 

screen, keyboard and mouse (instead of working on the laptop). Next, a few 

introductory questions were posed (“what is your first impression of the room – what 

attracts the attention – what do you like and what do you dislike in this room”). All 

participants started with setting 1 and subsequently settings 2 till 8 were offered 

randomly, while setting 1 and 8 were repeated once, resulting in 10 settings. This set 

of 10 settings was shown twice (with different random orders). During the first series 

of 10 settings they were asked to judge the comfort of the lighting in the room.To 

prevent that they started looking at the ceiling and the luminaires only, they were 

asked to look around in the office (“Please, look around, look at the walls, look at your 

neighbor, your screen and your keyboard, before you answer the question”). For the 

second series of 10 settings, participants were asked to judge the brightness of the 

luminaires in terms of comfort (“When you look around, you can see the brightness of 

the luminaires in the periphery of your field of view. Is this bothering you? Please take 

your time to consider this”). 

Next, setting 1 was offered again and the participants were asked to judge the 

brightness of the luminaires using the 9-point bipolar scales of “comfortable” and 

“acceptable” and to fill out the HES and SAM questionnaires. Beforehand, the 

difference between the concepts acceptable and comfortable was explained to the 

participant as follows. The brightness of the luminaires should be judged as 

comfortable in case it is really pleasant to work in. The brightness of the luminaires 

should be judged as acceptable in case you think it may be not perfect, but it is not so 

bad that you want to complain about it. 

Subsequently, they were allowed to do their own office work for about one hour. 

Lastly, they were asked to judge the brightness of the luminaires again on the two 9-

point scales and to fill out the HES and SAM questionnaires.  
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Binomial scales (Yes/No questions) 

Two questions were administered for every light setting. The first question was 

whether the lighting in the room was comfortable and the second question was 

whether the brightness of the luminaires was comfortable. Figure 19 shows the 

frequency of participants who answered “yes” as a function of the percentage indirect 

lighting, representing the eight different light settings. For setting 1 the frequency of 

the second presentation was taken (which was the one randomly offered in the series 

of settings), while for setting 8 the frequency of the first (random) presentation was 

taken. 

 

 

Figure 19: Graph plotting the percentage of “yes” responses to the two different 

questions (Comfortable lighting: „Is the lighting in the room comfortable?‟; Comfortable 

glare: „Is the brightness of the luminaires comfortable?‟) as a function of the 

percentage indirect lighting, representing the eight light settings.  

 

Firstly the effect of light settings on these comfort judgements was tested. A 

Cochran‟s Q test applied to the binomial data, with comparing k-related samples 

showed for both “comfortable lighting” (N=22) (Cochran‟s Q = 23.77, df=8, p=0.001) 

and for “comfortable glare” (N=22), (Cochran‟s Q =43.17, df=8, p<0.001) a significant 

effect of light setting. 
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Furthermore, the results of the “comfortable lighting” data showed a clear decrease at 

higher percentage indirect light. Only 40% of the respondents judged setting 8 (with 

100% indirect light) as comfortable lighting. A post hoc analysis to compare setting 8 

with setting 6 of the “comfortable lighting” results, showed that indeed setting 8 is 

significantly lower than setting 6 (McNemar, N=22, p=0.007). 

In order to check whether the “comfortable glare” data differed from the “comfortable 

lighting” data for each setting a McNemar test was used. For none of the settings the 

percentage “yes” responses to the two questions differed significantly (McNemar test, 

N=22, p>0.180 for all settings, as is shown in the detailed overview of the statistical 

tests in Appendix 9). 

 

3.3.2. Effect of longer exposure on glare perception 

At the start and after the one hour in setting 1 (0% indirect light) the participants were 

asked to rate their perception of the brightness of the luminaires on two bipolar 9-

point scales (comfortable and acceptable). The results are summarized in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20: box plots of the scores at the start and after 1 hour working in setting 1, for 

comfortable – scale (left) and acceptable – scale (right).  

 

A two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed a significant shift in the 

comfortable score. After 1 hour working in setting 1, the participants became less 

critical: the median shifted from 4 (just uncomfortable) to 5 (neutral). For the 

acceptable scale no significant change was found after 1 hour working and the 
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median stayed on “slightly acceptable” level. These results suggest that an 

assessment after a first impression is a reasonably good prediction for the experience 

on the longer term.  

To control for headaches and mood participants were also requested to fill out the 

HES and SAM questionnaires before and after working for 1 hour in setting 1. For two 

items on the HES a non-significant positive trends appeared, namely for “Headache” 

and for “Eye Fatigue” (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, N=29, Z=-1.897, p=0.058 for 

“Headache” and Z=-1.857, p=0.063 for “Eye Fatigue”). No effects were found on the 

SAM mood questionnaire. More details can be found in Appendix 9. 

3.4. Discussion 

In this second study, the same eight office light settings as used in study 1 that varied 

in the ratio indirect/direct light were evaluated on comfort. This was done in two ways: 

firstly it was asked whether the lighting in the room was comfortable (comfortable 

lighting); secondly it was asked whether the brightness of the luminaires was 

comfortable (comfortable glare), while for both concepts a dichotomous scale 

(yes/no) was used.  

As expected at a high ratio indirect/direct light, significantly less people judged the 

lighting as comfortable, compared to a somewhat lower ratio. This confirmed also the 

observations done in the first study, where the rating of glare perception did not 

increase in comfort, in spite of the total prevention of glare in setting 8. It was 

suggested that, although people were asked to judge glare (in terms of comfort) they 

seemed to judge the lighting in the room as a whole (in terms of comfort). In this 

second study, where people were indeed asked to rate the lighting in the room on a 

comfort scale, setting 8 appeared significantly less comfortable than setting 6. It can 

be concluded that the concept “comfortable lighting” indeed comprises more than 

only the absence or prevention of glare. By increasing the ratio indirect/direct light, 

the glare was reduced, but the room appearance changed as well. Especially setting 

8 with only indirect light, created a totally different light effect in the office 

environment. The lack of direct light resulted in a very homogeneous luminance all 

over the room, without shadows, which is calm and soft for the eyes, but also gives a 

boring impression. Moreover, because of the relative high luminance of the ceiling 

(and the walls), the luminance on the desk appeared to be relatively low, which can 
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give an uncomfortable impression. This might explain the significantly lower rating of 

setting 8 for the judgement on the “comfortable lighting” scale.  

Secondly, as a consequence of the above, it was expected that ratings for 

“comfortable glare” would differ from ratings for “comfortable lighting”. However this 

study showed that both concepts (“comfortable glare” and “comfortable lighting”) 

were judged the same for each of the eight light settings. There may be three 

reasons for this unexpected result. The first reason is that the two scales are actually 

equal and that comfortable lighting is fully determined by comfortable glare. However, 

in that case it is strange that less people find setting 8 comfortable than setting 6, 

where in the former no glare is present. The second reason is that the two concepts 

are different, but that the power of the test was not high enough to prove it. The data 

suggest some trend in the sense that fewer people consider setting 8 as comfortable 

lighting, while more people consider it as comfortable glare. The third reason is that 

not all people make the expected distinction between “comfortable glare” and 

“comfortable lighting”. To investigate this further would require an improved 

methodology. 

In this second study, also the effect of longer exposure on glare perception was 

investigated. After working for about one hour in setting 1 which was judged as “just 

uncomfortable” in the first study, the score on the 9-point comfortable scale 

significantly improved towards less uncomfortable.  

This result contradicted our expectations that longer exposure in a “just 

uncomfortable” condition would result in more annoyance, with a shift in score 

towards more uncomfortable. One possible explanation for the increase in comfort 

may be that people were less focussed on the quality of the light during their office 

work, and therefore became less critical in their judgement. Another explanation may 

be that people got used to the lighting. At first impression they might be critical, but 

after getting used to the situation, they become less critical, which may have resulted 

in a moderation of their judgement.  

The effect of longer exposure on glare perception was measured while controlling for 

headaches and eye strain. Two items on the HES scale showed a tendency towards 

more headache and more fatigue eyes. However, it is not clear whether this is 

caused by the light setting. To investigate whether there is a causal relation, 

additional research with at least a baseline measurement is necessary. 

Finally, it must be said, that this test was done with just one light setting and just for 

one hour. It is still unclear what the result would be in case of even more annoying 
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light settings or in case of even longer exposure duration, e.g. several days or longer. 

However, this first explorative study to investigate the effect of longer exposure on 

glare perception suggest that a first impression assessment of glare is a reasonable 

good prediction for the glare perception in the longer term. 
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4. General discussion and conclusions 

The results of the first study showed that with an increasing indirect/direct light ratio, 

and subsequently decreasing glare, a significant effect was found of light setting on 

both glare ratings (acceptable glare and comfortable glare). Moreover, as expected 

“acceptable glare” is not the same as “comfortable glare”. People are more critical 

towards “comfortable” light settings (really pleasant to work in) than towards 

“acceptable” light settings (not optimal, but I would not complain), especially for the 

settings with high glare characteristics. In order to distinguish “comfortable glare” 

from “acceptable glare” it is recommended to use separate scales for both concepts. 

Thus, in case one searches for the border of “just acceptable glare” people should be 

asked to judge different light settings on a yes/no scale for this concept. In the same 

way, when searching for a “comfortable glare” design, one should ask people to 

judge the settings on a yes/no scale for this specific concept. It is also recommended 

to explicitly explain the concepts beforehand to the participants in order to prevent 

ambiguity in their interpretations. This is exactly how Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion scale 

is meant to be used, although most of the researchers used it as a one-item scale.  

Furthermore, at higher ratios indirect/direct light and especially for setting 8 (100% 

indirect light), the response rates reached saturation. No further increase in 

acceptance and comfort was found for this setting, while it did not reach 100%. It is 

assumed that, although no visual glare was present in case of this setting, people 

take other aspects into consideration when they have to rate glare perception on a 

comfort or acceptance scale. In the second study this assumption was proven. The 

data of this second study confirmed that this setting 8 with 100% indirect light was 

judged as less comfortable lighting compared to setting 6, with about 70% indirect 

light.  

Figure 21 summarises the data of study I and II and contains the answers on the first 

two research questions of this study.  
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Figure 21 Summary of the data of study I and II. The percentage of respondents 

saying “yes” as function of the percentage of indirect light, for “Acceptable glare” (blue 

checks), for “Comfortable glare” (red squares) and for “Comfortable lighting” (green 

spheres). The filled symbols represent the frequencies based on the yes-no scales. 

The open symbols represent the frequencies based on the recoded 9-point scales. 

 

The first research question was: 

Considering office lighting and focusing on glare perception is “acceptable” 

equal to “comforable “, or if not, to what extent do they differ? 

Figure 21 illustrates the difference and similarities of acceptable and comfortable 

glare (respectively the blue checks and the red squares). At low indirect/direct ratios 

(much glare) few people characterize the glare as “comfortable”, although the 

majority judged the glare of these settings as “acceptable”. However, at higher 

indirect/direct ratios (less glare), both criteria are met and no difference was found 

between “acceptable glare” and “comfortable glare”.  

 

The second research question was: 

Considering office lighting and focusing on the term “comfortable”, to what 

extent is “comfortable lighting” related to “comfortable glare”? 

Figure 21 also illustrates the similarities of “comfortable glare” and “comfortable 

lighting” (respectively the red squares and the green spheres). At low indirect/direct 

ratios (more glare) few people judge those settings as “comfortable lighting” and the 

judgement on comfortable lighting coincides with the judgement of “comfortable 

glare”. At higher indirect/direct ratios (less glare) also fewer people judge those 
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settings as “comfortable lighting”. So, although no glare is present anymore (setting 

8), the majority judged this setting as uncomfortable. This means that comfortable 

lighting is not only determined by glare aspects of the lighting. It is expected that 

other aspects like contrasts and luminance ratios of workplane, ceiling and wall play a 

role in the comfort experience of lighting. Interestingly, the data of “comfortable glare” 

coincides here as well with the data of “comfortable lighting”, which is remarkable, 

because glare is obviously decreased for these settings. Probably this can be 

explained by the fact that basically glare can be expressed in a degree of discomfort, 

but never will become “comfortable”. In this perspective, the criterion “just 

perceptible” in Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion system is more comprehensible to describe 

the situation where the discomfortable glare was not present. From the results of the 

current studies, it can be concluded however, that “imperceptible glare” as judged on 

Hopkinson‟s scale, as shown with setting 8 in the first study, does not automatically 

imply that the lighting is experienced as “comfortable” as shown in the second study. 

This is in line with statements about comfort as found in work of Kolcaba and 

colleagues (1991), which analysed the concept comfort from a nursing perspective. 

They suggested that people can experience comfort caused by a relief from 

discomfort, which might be temporal and which is not the same as experiencing 

comfort in the sense of an enduring state of ease. “The state of comfort requires 

more than the absence of discomforters…“ (Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991, p. 1306). 

 

The third research question was: 

To what extent is the glare rating of the first impression a prediction for the 

rating after longer exposure time, e.g. after one hour of working? 

Although it was expected that people would become more critical towards glare 

perception after longer exposure to a “just uncomfortable” light setting, the results of 

the study did not confirm this hypothesis. This part of the study was meant as a first 

explorative experiment to consider this aspect. It was therefore done with just one 

light setting that was judged as “just uncomfortable”, and for just one hour of 

exposure. The results showed that under these conditions, the first impression 

assessment of glare was a reasonably good predictor for the glare perception after 

one hour. But further research is necessary to investigate whether this statement can 

be generalised towards worse lighting conditions and longer exposure durations. 
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Summarising, this study showed that with single-item scales it is possible to 

distinguish between “acceptable” and “comfortable glare” and it showed that 

preventing glare not automatically results in “comfortable lighting”. Furthermore, it can 

be concluded that Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion system provides a good method to 

measure glare perception. However, many researchers use it as a one-item scale, 

which has a few disadvantages. Firstly there is some confusion about the 

interpretation of the scale items. In the current study comfortable had the meaning of 

better quality than acceptable, while in Hopkinson‟s scale comfortable is ranked as 

more glary than acceptable. Secondly there is some disagreement on the verbal 

descriptors. Sometimes the area between the two criteria “just uncomfortable” and 

“just acceptable” is named “acceptable” and sometimes “unacceptable”. It is therefore 

recommended to use Hopkinson‟s method in the way it was meant to, namely as a 

multi-criterion system and not as a one-item scale. Another important finding is that 

“imperceptible glare” on the Hopkonson scale is not the same as “comfortable light”, 

which means that the experience of comfortable lighting is not only determined by 

glare perception. Hopkinson‟s multi-criterion system only captures a part of the 

lighting experience, namely the degree of discomfort glare. However, there is 

increasing awareness that comfortable lighting requires more that the absence of 

discomfortable glare (e.g. Veitch et al., 1996, 1998, Newsham et al., 2004, Knoop, 

2011), which was confirmed in this study. Third, we discovered that the BCD criterion 

on the Hopkinson scale coincided very well with the data of the binomial yes-no 

comfortable glare scale, which is much easier for participants to respond to.  

Yet, this study had some limitations. Firstly, the data was gathered in one room, with 

one type of luminaire. It is worthwhile to investigate whether the results can be 

reproduced in smaller (or larger) rooms and with other types of luminaires. 

Furthermore, the degree of glare was manipulated by changing the indirect/direct 

light ratio, which inadvertently resulted in a confounding manipulation of the 

luminance distribution, having a large influence on room appearance. The increased 

ceiling luminance in the settings with much indirect light for example might have been 

perceived as “glary” and might have influenced people‟s “comfortable glare” ratings. 

Moreover, the increased wall luminance resulted in an increased visual comfort while 

reading the poem on the wall, which might have influenced people‟s responses as 

well. Finally, the lack of daylight in the test room, which is rather unusual for office 

environments, might have had a negative effect on the responses to “comfortable 

lighting”.  
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But all together the findings of this study demonstrate that Hopkinson‟s multi criterion 

system, which is for indoor applications the mostly used glare rating method (as a 

one-item scale), is somewhat ambiguously, which might cause different 

interpretations for the judgement of glare. Yet, the one-item yes-no comfortable glare 

scale might offer an easier alternative to find the BCD. Many studies on glare 

perception focus on optimisation of light settings and improvement of glare indices. 

However, the use of unambiguous experience measures in the correct way is an 

essential aspect in such studies and deserves therefore attention as well. This study 

is a good example of how behavioral research can add value to the development of 

standards and regulations for lighting designs, as suggested by Veitch & Newsham 

(1996). 
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Appendix 1: Demographics 

 

Table A1: average age, stdev, age range and percentage male of participants in study 

I and II  

Study  Age average Stdev Range (yrs) % Male 

 All groups (N=64) 40.8 13.0 22-62 59 

I Group 1 (N=21) 46.1 13.7 23-62 62 

I Group 2 (N=21) 42.0 13.6 22-60 43 

II Group 3 (N=22) 34.5 9.0 24-60 73 
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Appendix 2: Technical information of luminaires used 

For the downlighting CoreLInes (LED37S) were used in the ceiling. For the uplighting 

free floor standing poles with comparable LEDs were used. See Figure A2-1. 

 
Figure A2-1. Test room with 12 CoreLines, recessed luminaires (A) were combined 

with 8 free floor standing uplighters, prototypes expecially designed for the test (B) 

 

CoreLine: Led Module system (LED37S), with power of 42 W, with two rows of LEDs 

in a 60x60cm geometry that fits into the ceiling grid, with a polycarbonate optical 

cover. Total flux is 3700 lumen. The lighting has a CCT of 4000 K and the color 

rendering index >80. In perpendicular direction (C0), the light distribution shows a cut-

off; in parallel direction (C90) the light distribution is more lambertian (see figure A2-2). 

In perpendicular viewing direction, the individual LED‟s are visible; in parallel viewing 

direction the individual LED‟s are only visible in a small angle. 

A 

B 
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Figure A2-2 CoreLine light distribution 

 
 
Uplighters: The free floor standing uplighting luminaires were prototypes. Each pole 

contained three 2ft LED boards with 2200 lm per PCB. A simulation in DiaLux where 

the uplighters were installed at 2 meter height (height of room was 2.80 m) resulted in 

an average horizontal illuminance on the work plane (height is 0.75 m) of 500 lux. 

The dim characteristic is given in figure A2-3 

 

Figure A2-3. Horizontal illuminance at workplane as function of dimming percentage 

of the uplighters
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Appendix 3: Sensitizing exercise (study 1). 

 

Considering the lighting in your office, which of the aspects below do you consider most 
important? 

Make a rank from 1 to 6, where 1 = most important aspect and 6 is least important aspect. 

Aspect Rank: 
(1 = most important;  6 = least important) 

Appearance of the luminaire (design) 
 

 

Color of the light (warm or cool white) 
 

 

Glare/dazzle/brightness (of luminaires or 
reflections) 
 

 

Appearance of the room, due to light effect.  

Control of the lighting (can you switch it 
on/off, dim the light, etc) 
 

 

Light level (amount of light on your task)  
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Appendix 4: Glare rating scales 

 By each setting:         Setting x 
Task:  Type on your computer one line of text as shown on the board in front of you. 

 

1. Indicate on the scale below to what extent do you experience this brightness of the luminaires as comfortable?  

 

Highly un-
comfortable 

 
Un-

comfortable 
 Neutral  Comfortable  

Highly 
comfortable 

O O O O O O O O O 
 

2. Mark on the scale below, with a cross on the line, how you perceive the brightness of the luminaires? 

 
3. Indicate on the scale below to what extent do you experience the brightness of the luminaires as acceptable for your own office? 

 

Highly un-

acceptable 
 

Un-

acceptable 
 

Just 

acceptable 
 Acceptable  

Highly 

acceptable 

O O O O O O O O O 
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Appendix 5: Flowchart test procedure 

Part A  
Introduction (before entrance) 

Welcome, Thank you for participating. We appreciate your contribution for this research, 
where we need the feedback of office employees.  
Short intro: office environment, new luminaire, showing different settings, asking for 
feedback, not possible to make wrong answers. Appreciate honest feedback. Informed 
consent 
First Question: considering your own office, which aspect of the lighting is most important 
for you? Please rank on first page. 
Entrance 

Stay on place right after entrance (giving an overview of room). 
First Impression (setting 1) 
Please, indicate what is your first impression of this office? What attracts attention? What do 
you like? What do you dislike?  Why? 
 
Part B 
Explaining procedure 

 Please, take a seat (at the indicated place), like you are used to sit at your desk. 

Coffee/Tea?  

 We continue on the next page. 

 Please, make it comfortable for you. Imagine that this would be your daily workplace. 

 I am going to show you a few light settings. I will not ask about the general impression 

of the room, but I will focus on brightness of the luminaires. 

 It is not the intention that you look into the lamps. You are supposed to look around in 

the office and do some desk-work, like you are used to do. Therefore I will ask you to do 

a little task. 

 In total I will show you 10 settings. Sometime they differ obviously, sometime they 

seems identical.  

 By each setting, I will ask you to do the following task: 

o Type on your computer one line of text as shown on the board in front of you. 

 I want to stress that I will not test your typing capabilities and I will not check it 

afterwards on errors. But the idea is to give you a typical office task, and to prevent a bit 

that you look into the luminaires 

 

Explaining the questions 

 It is about the brightness of the luminaires: During your task, I want you to judge the 

brightness of the luminaires for each task: would you consider it ‘acceptable’ / 

‘comfortable’ for your own workplace? Y/ N 

 Acceptable: You can consider it as acceptable, when you think it’s OK, may be not most 

ideal or optimal situation, but you will not comply about it (with your boss). 

 Comfortable: The brightness is in such a way that you experience it as really pleasant to 

work in. 
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 If your answer is NO, than I ask you to indicate which of the luminaires are most 

disturbing. You can use the numbers as indicated on the map.  

 Let’s start with this setting (setting 1): could you do the tasks and than anwer the 

questions: 

 “Regarding the brightness of the luminaires and considering the task, would you 

consider this setting <acceptable / comfortable> for your workplace? Yes or No?” 

< Other settings per respondent, see excelfile> 
 
Part C:  
Explaining the scales 

Again, I will offer you some settings. I still want you to judge the brightness of the luminaires 
during the typing task. But now I want you to give a score for this brightness on the three 
scales as given.  
I want to stress that it is not possible to give wrong answers. It is about your opinion. You 
might have the feeling that you should do this consistent. But again: I will not check on your 
consistency of answering. I advice you to fill it out intuitively, based on your first feeling, 
rather than on hard and long thinking. 
 
Uncomfortable  -----  comfortable 
You can call it “comfortable” when you experience the brightness of the luminaire as realy 
pleasurable, such that you would prefer to have it at your own place. 
 
Imperceptible ------ Intolerable:  

 Mark with a cross on the line 

 Imperceptible: you do not notice the brightness during the task. It might be when the 

lamps are dimmed or switched off…. 

 Intolerable: this is the case that you need to protect your eyes to prevent headache. 

 
Unacceptable –---- Acceptable 
You can call it “acceptable” when you experience the brightness of the luminaire as 
something you would accept in your own office, no reasons to complain about it. 
 
<Start with random setting (see excelfile) end with setting 1> 

 
Part D: Evaluation 
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Appendix 6: Statistical analyses study I 

Table A6-1 shows an overview of the tests for different types of data. Furthermore the 

different tests done in the study are explained below. 

 

Table A6-1: overview of tests for different types of data (based on Siegel, 1988 and 

Field, 2005)
2 

 
Level of measurement 

Binomial Nominal Ordinal 

Comparing one group to 

a theoretical distribution 
Binomial test CHI-square test 

Kolmogorov 

Smirnov test 

Comparing two related 

or matched samples 
McNemar test 

Sign test or 

Wilcoxon test 

Comparing two 

independent samples 
Fisher exact test CHI-square test 

Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney test 

Comparing k related 

samples 
Cochran Q test Friedman test 

Comparing k 

independent samples 
CHI-square test Kruskal-Wallis test 

 

 
McNemar test 

To test the difference between first and second time showing setting 1 and 8, a 

McNemar test was done (Comparing related samples of binomial data). Within SPSS 

this was done via: >analyse > descriptives > crosstabs > 1a x 1b (or 8a x 8b) > 

statistics > Mc Nemar. An example of output is given in Table A6-2 and the results 

are summarised in Table A6-3 

 

Table A6-2: Example of syntax and output files of the McNemar test in SPSS 

   

 

 

Table A6-3: Summary of McNemar test results (p-values) 

 Setting 1a vs. 1b Setting 8a vs. 8b 

Acceptance scale 0.63 0.63 

Comfort scale 0.45 0.63 

 
 

 
2 Thanks to Boris de Ruyter, who provided the table. 
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Cochran’s Q test 

To evaluate statistical significance of the effect of the percentage indirect light on 

comfortable glare and acceptable glare (binomial data for k-related samples), the 

Cochran‟s Q test was used. In SPSS this was done via: >Analyse > non parametric > 

k related samples > Cochran‟s Q. Results are summarised in Table A6-4 

 

Table A6-4: Output tables from SPSS from Cochran‟s Q test: frequencies of the 

settings (0=no and 1=yes) and test statistics for “Comfortable glare” (left) and 

“Acceptable glare” (right) 

Comfortable Glare Acceptable Glare 
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Fisher’s Exact Test 

For Yes/No questions, comparing acceptable with comfortable per setting, a Fisher‟s 

Exact Test was performed (binomial data, comparing two independent samples). 

Therefore firstly, a new data file was made where the data was ordered in such a way 

that each setting has its own column, with the Yes/No data of both the “comfortable” 

score and the “acceptable” score, and a grouping variable was added, to distinguish 

between acceptable and comfortable. After that a crosstab was made of the variables 

versus the grouping variable accept/comfort. For each setting this resulted in a 

“Fisher‟s Exact Test” with a one sided exact significant p-value. In the same way also 

the results of both concepts (acceptable and comfortable) were compared with the 

recoded Hopkinson data to binomial data based on the Borderline between comfort 

and discomfort. The results are summarised in Table A6-5. 

 
Table 6-5: Fisher‟s exact test with “Exact Sign. p-value”  (1-sided). Comparison of 

different binomial scales: Acceptable (yes/no), Comfortable (yes/no) and Hopkinson 

(below/above BCD) 

Setting Relative 

illuminance 

indirect (%) 

Acceptable  

versus  

Comfortable 

Acceptable 

versus  

Hopkinson 

Comfortable 

versus  

Hopkinson 

1 0 0.015 0.007 0.544 

2 12 0.015 0.020 0.395 

3 21 0.007 0.006 0.463 

4 36 0.079 0.094 0.459 

5 52 0.205 0.054 0.389 

6 68 0.116 0.019 0.376 

7 84 0.065 0.110 0.379 

8 100 0.119 0.363 0.218 
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Friedman Test 

For the 9-point scale data of “acceptable glare” and “comfortable glare” the effect of 

light setting was tested with a Friedman test, as an omnibus test for both scales 

(ordinal data, comparing k related samples). In SPSS this was done via: Analysis > 

non-parametric > k-related samples > Friedman Test. The ranks and test statistics 

are summarised in Table A6-6. 

 

Table A6-6 Output tables of SPSS with Friedman tests for the data of the 9-point 

scales of “comfortable glare” (left) and “acceptable glare” (right) 

Comfortable glare Acceptable glare 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 

To test whether the “acceptable glare” differed from “comfortable glare”for each light 

setting a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was done (ordinal data, comparing 2 

independent samples). In SPSS this was done via: analysis > non-parametric > 2-

related samples - tests = Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test. The corresponding z-values 

and p-values for a 2-tailed test are given in Table A6-7. They illustrate that for all 

setting, except settings 7 and 8, the difference in score between “acceptable glare” 

and “comfortable glare” is significant. 

 

Table A6-7: Output table of SPSS with Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare 

“acceptable glare” with “comfortable glare” for eight light settings. 
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Appendix 7: Relations UGR and VCP and Hopkinson 

Source:  

http://docs.agi32.com/AGi32/Content/adding_calculation_points/Calculations_UGR_Concepts.htm 

This UGR calculation web tool mentioned the following relationships: 

UGR and Discomfort Glare Criteria 

One UGR unit represents the least detectable step in discomfort glare evaluation, 

and three UGR units represent an acceptability step in glare criteria. Average UGR 

value range from 10-13-16-19-22-25-28. The relationship between calculated UGR 

value and Hopkinson's discomfort glare criteria is as follows: 

UGR 
Discomfort Glare 
Criterion 

10 Imperceptible 

13 Just perceptible 

16 Perceptible 

19 Just acceptable 

22 Unacceptable 

25 Just uncomfortable 

28 Uncomfortable 

 

Correlated UGR and VCP Values 

Visual Comfort Probability (VCP) is a measure of discomfort glare for interior lighting 

applications. According to the IES Handbook, 9th Edition, page 9-26: "The visual 

comfort probability (VCP) is the probability that a normal observer does not 

experience discomfort when viewing a lighting system under defined conditions. ...“ 

This system was tested and validated using lensed direct fluorescent systems only. 

VCP should not be applied to very small sources such as incandescent and high-

intensity discharge luminaires, to very large sources such as ceiling and indirect 

systems, or to non-uniform sources such as parabolic reflectors." With these 

http://docs.agi32.com/AGi32/Content/adding_calculation_points/Calculations_UGR_Concepts.htm
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caveats in mind, UGR can be correlated with VCP for lighting systems that consist 

of luminaires that fall within the scope of the definition of VCP. The following table 

shows this correlation. 

UGR VCP Equivalent 

11.6 90% 

16 80% 

19 70% 

21.6 60% 

24 50% 

 

 

Correlation UGR and VCP: (Source: The IESNA Lighting Handbook, 9th edition) 
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Appendix 8: HES and SAM 

Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) as used to control for mood during the one hour 

exposure in study II (Bradley & Lang, 1994) 

 

Considering your mood, can you indicate on the scales below how you currently feel?  

 

 

Extremely aroused       Extremely calm 

 

Extremely happy            Extremely unhappy 

 

Totally controlled        Totally in control 
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Headache and Eye strain Scale (HES) as used to control for mood during the one hour 
exposure in study II 
 

To what extent are you currently experiencing the following symptoms: 

Symptom Absent Slight Moderate Severe 

Irritability O O O O 
Headache O O O O 
Eye strain O O O O 
General eye discomfort O O O O 
Eye fatigue O O O O 
Difficulty focussing O O O O 
Difficulty concentrating O O O O 
Blurred vision O O O O 
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Appendix 9: Statistical analyses study II 

To compare “comfortable lighting” with “comfortable glare” a repeated measurement 

was done. For eight different light settings people had to rate both concepts on a 

yes/no scale. For this binomial data with comparing matched samples a McNemar 

test was done for the eight pairs. Results are summarized in Table A8-1. For none of 

the settings the results of the two questions differed significantly (McNemar test, 

N=22, p>0.18) 

 

Table A8-1: McNemar test to compare comfortable lighting (CoLi) with Comfortable 

glare (CoGla) for the eight light setting: p-values  

 

The Headache & Eye strain Scale (HES) and the Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) 

was used at the start and end of one hour light exposure, in order to control for 

headaches and mood. To check whether the scores on those scales changed during 

this hour, A Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was performed for the different scale items. 

The results are summarized in Tables A8-2 and A8-3. A non-significant positive trend 

(increase) in Headache (p=0.058) and eye fatigue (p=0.063) was found. No effects 

were found on the mood scale (arousal, happiness and control). 

 

Table A8-2 Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for HES scores:  

 
 

Table A8-3 Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for SAM-scores 

 


